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Summary.The RNA-2 molecule of an isolate of the L serotype ofIndian peanut
clump virus(IPCV) was shown to consist of 4290 nucleotides with five open
reading frames (ORF). The arrangement of the ORFs resembled that in RNA-2 of
Peanut clump virus(PCV) from West Africa. The proteins encoded by the ORFs
in IPCV-L RNA are between 32% and 93% identical to those encoded by PCV
RNA. Partial sequence data for the RNA-2 of isolates of the H and T serotypes
of IPCV show that the coat and P40 proteins encoded by the 5′-most ORFs of
RNA-2 of IPCV-L, IPCV-H and IPCV-T are as similar to each other as any is
to the corresponding proteins of PCV. A conserved motif ‘F-E-x6-W’ is present
near the C-termini of the coat proteins of all three IPCV serotypes and of PCV,
as it is in the coat proteins of other viruses that have rod-shaped particles, such as
Tobacco mosaic virusandTobacco rattle virus. The results support the distinction
of IPCV and PCV as separate virus species, but also raise the question of how the
serotypes of IPCV should be classified.

Introduction

Peanut clump is a soil-borne disease of the groundnut (peanut;Arachis hypogaea
L.) crop. In West Africa, the causal agent isPeanut clump virus(PCV; [27]) and
in India, it isIndian peanut clump virus(IPCV; [22]). Both viruses are transmitted
by the motile zoospores ofPolymyxa graminis, and can persist in contaminated
soil for long periods. Peanut clump disease can have serious economic impacts in
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certain regions of India and Africa [24]. Particles of PCV and IPCV are rod-shaped
with two predominant lengths, and contain RNAs of c. 6 kb (RNA-1) or c. 4.5 kb
(RNA-2) that comprise the bipartite genome. IPCV and PCV were previously
classified in the genusFurovirus, along with all other viruses with rod-shaped
particles that have fungus vectors [2]. However, a recent re-classification of these
viruses along the lines advocated by Torrance and Mayo [28] has placed them as
the two species that constitute the genusPecluvirus[5, 14].

Several isolates of IPCV have been collected from various groundnut-growing
areas in India. Based on serology, they were separated into three distinct serotypes,
Hyderabad (H), Ludhiana (L) or Thalod (T) [21]. These serotypes are found in
geographically separated areas of India [21], although isolates of the T serotype
have been found at several locations [21]. The results of nucleic acid hybridization
tests in solution suggested 50% to 60% apparent nucleotide sequence homology
among isolates of IPCV-H, IPCV-L, and IPCV-B, which belong, respectively, to
the H, L, and T serotypes. IPCV-H and IPCV-B seemed to be more closely related
to each other than either was to IPCV-L [23]. Tests with an isolate of PCV gave
estimates of 29% to 41% homology.

The nucleotide sequence of the genome of one isolate of PCV has shown
that it encodes seven polypetides, two in RNA-1 and five in RNA-2 [9, 12]. The
coat proteins of pecluviruses are encoded by RNA-2. The coat proteins of PCV
and of IPCV-H are 61% identical in sequence [29], whereas RNA-1s of PCV
and IPCV-H are c. 80% identical in sequence [19]. The work described in this
paper was done to assess the extent of sequence variation among the serotypes of
IPCV. Sequences were determined for all of RNA-2 of IPCV-L, for substantial
fragments of RNA-2 of IPCV-D, an isolate belonging to the T serotype, and for
a further portion of the H serotype isolate studied previously [29]. Comparisons
among the sequences have provided details both for comparisons between the two
pecluvirus species (PCV and IPCV) and for comparisons among the serotypes
of IPCV. The results suggest that some revision of pecluvirus taxonomy may be
necessary. A preliminary report has been published [20].

Materials and methods

Purification of virus and extraction of viral RNA

The Ludhiana (Punjab State) and Durgapura (Rajasthan State) isolates, belonging respectively
to the L and T serotypes, were propagated separately inPhaseolus vulgariscv. Local, and
particles were purified as described by Reddy et al. [23]. The Hyderabad (Andhra Pradesh
State) isolate (H serotype) was propagated, and its particles were purified, as described
previously [29]. RNA was extracted from purified virus particles as described by Mayo and
Reddy [15]. RNA 2 was separated from RNA 1 by electrophoresis in low-melting-point
agarose gels, eluted and recovered by precipitation from 70% ethanol.

Cloning and sequencing of RNA 2

The RNA was denatured at 65◦C for 5 min, annealed with random composition hexa-
deoxynucleotides and used as a template for cDNA synthesis [8]. The resulting ds cDNA was
blunt-ended with T4 DNA polymerase, ligated into the phagemid vector pUC119 at theSma
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I site, and transformed intoE. coliDH5∝. Colonies thought to contain recombinant plasmids
were assessed for the presence of RNA 2-specific sequences by examining miniprepara-
tion plasmid DNA [25] by restriction enzyme analysis and Southern hybridization using
32P-labelled, randomly primed, cDNA of RNA 2 as a probe.

The cDNA inserts from these clones were subcloned into M13 mp18 or mp19 dsDNA
and nucleotide sequences of the corresponding ssDNA were determined by using the dideoxy
chain termination method [26] with the Sequenase Version II Kit (United States Biochemical).
Based on the sequence information generated, oligonucleotide primers, corresponding to
IPCV-L RNA-2 nucleotides 555–576 (sense) and 2090–2107 (complementary), and 3106–
3126 (sense) and 3639–3659 (complementary), were designed to amplify regions of RNA 2
that were not represented in the cDNA clones, using reverse transcription and the polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR). The PCR products were directly cloned into M13 vectors after
digestion at appropriate restriction enzyme sites for nucleotide sequence determination as
described above. The 3′ and 5′ ends of the RNA 2 were amplified using the 5′-AmplifinderTM

Race Kit (Clontech) and the PCR products were cloned directly into pGEM-T (Promega).
The oligonucleotides used were complementary to the sequence between either nucleotides
128 and 147 or nucleotides 450 and 469 (for cloning the 5′ end), or identical to the sequence
between nucleotides 3630 and 3651 (for cloning the 3′ end) of IPCV-L RNA-2. The resulting
double-stranded DNA was used for sequence analysis. All the sequences were determined
in both DNA orientations.

Sequence analysis

The nucleotide sequences were assembled as described in [16] and compared by using pro-
grams in the GCG package [4] and CLUSTALV [10].

The nucleotide sequences of RNA described in this paper are deposited under acces-
sion numbers AF239729 (IPCV-L), AF239730 (IPCV-H), and AF239731 and AF239732
(IPCV-D).

Results

Nucleotide sequence of IPCV-L RNA-2

The IPCV-L RNA-2 is 4290 nucleotides in length and contains 5 open reading
frames (ORF) in 2 regions of contiguous or overlapping sequence (Fig. 1). The
non-coding regions consist of 388 (5′), 84 (between coding regions) and 280 (3′)
nucleotides. The arrangement of the ORFs is closely similar to that in RNA-2 of
PCV [9, 12]. The non-coding regions are also like those of PCV in size except

Fig. 1. The arrangement of open reading frames (ORF) in RNA 2 of IPCV. The RNA is
represented by a solid line, ORFs are represented by open boxes. The boxes indicate only
the positions of the ORFs, not their reading frames. ORF1 and ORF2 are in different frames

in RNA of IPCV-H and IPCV-L
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that the central region in PCV RNA-2 is longer (136 nucleotides) than that in
IPCV-L RNA-2 (84 nucleotides). The central non-coding region contains little
other than repeats of the type GUn, where n is 1 to 6, and these sequences are
also present in PCV RNA-2. The 3′ non-coding regions of RNA-1 and RNA-2
components of IPCV were all about 91% identical; those of PCV were about 95%
identical. The 5′ (5′-GUAUUC-) and 3′ (-UCCCA-3′) terminal sequences are the
same in RNA-2 molecules of IPCV-L, IPCV-H [29] and PCV [12], and in RNA-1
molecules of IPCV-H [19] and PCV [9]. A conserved sequence of 20 nucleotides
(5′-UACCAUCCCUUGUAUCCAAA) is present in RNA-2 molecules of all three
IPCV serotypes and PCV about 50 nucleotides downstream of the 5′-end. Also,
like RNA-1 of PCV and IPCV-H, but unlike PCV RNA-2 [6, 9], IPCV-L RNA-2
can be folded to form a tRNA-like structure that contains an anticodon for valine.
The few substitutions in the sequence of IPCV-L RNA-2 from those folded by
Goodwin and Dreher [6] did not noticeably weaken the folded structure proposed
by them.

Partial sequences of RNA-2 of IPCV-H and IPCV-D

In contrast to work with RNA-2 of IPCV-L, repeated attempts to clone cDNA
representing the entirety of RNA-2 of either IPCV-H or IPCV-D were unsuccess-
ful. For IPCV-H, cDNA comprising 894 nucleotides (i.e. representing most of
ORF-2) was obtained, which together with the sequence published earlier [29]
amounts to about 2 kb of the molecule. For IPCV-D, cDNA was obtained that
could be assembled into two contiguous pieces. The first comprised 1143 nu-
cleotides that appeared to consist of 224 nucleotides of 5′-non-coding sequence,
ORF 1 and 256 nucleotides of ORF 2. The second piece consisted of 404 nu-
cleotides of ORF 2, an intergenic non-coding region of 207 nucleotides and 1270
nucleotides that corresponded to most of ORF 3. The sequences of the encoded
proteins were used, along with IPCV-L sequences, to make comparisons with
sequences of PCV and other viruses.

RNA-2-encoded proteins

ORF 1 of pecluvirus RNA-2 encodes the coat protein. However, the termination
codons of these viruses differ; they are UGA for IPCV-L and PCV, but UAA for
IPCV-H and IPCV-D. As with PCV RNA-2 [12], the termination codon of ORF
1 is very close to the initiation codon of ORF 2. However, the details of how the
ORFs overlap differ. The ORFs in PCV RNA overlap as a−4 frameshift [12] but
those in IPCV-H and IPCV-L RNAs overlap as a−1 frameshift and the ORFs in
IPCV-D RNA are contiguous (Fig. 2).

The polypeptide encoded by IPCV-L ORF 2 is 354 amino acids in length
(P40). ORFs 3, 4 and 5 overlap and encode a “triple gene block” of proteins that
comprise 409 amino acids (46 K), 120 amino acids (14 K) and 154 amino acids
(17 K). The corresponding non-structural proteins of PCV comprise 367 amino
acids (P39), 446 amino acids (P51), 122 amino acids (P14) and 153 amino acids
(P17) [9, 12].
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Fig. 2. Nucleotide sequences at the 3′ ends of ORF 1 and the 5′ ends of ORF 2 of IPCV
strains and of PCV. ORFs 1 and 2 are indicated as boxed regions

Table 1. Percentage identity between polypeptides encoded by the five open reading
frames (ORF) of IPCV-L and the corresponding ORFs of other viruses

ORF 1 (coat) ORF 2 ORF 2 ORF 3 ORF 4 ORF 5
(1–97) (245-end)

IPCV-H 65% 44% 16%a – – –
IPCV-D 63% 36% 17%a 86% – –
PCV 67% 44%b 8%a,b 80% 93% 65%
BSMV 33% – – 38% 55% 32%
PMTV 19%a – – 40% 56% 32%
BNYVV 17%a – – 29% 32% 22%

aValues below about 20% can arise fortuitously in comparisons between unrelated
polypeptide sequences

bThe entire sequence is 32% identical to that of ORF 2-encoded protein of IPCV-L

Sequence comparisons among IPCV serotypes and PCV

Table 1 shows the percentage identities calculated during multiple sequence align-
ments of the different polypeptides encoded by the ORFs of IPCV-L RNA-2 with
corresponding proteins encoded by RNA-2 of IPCV-H, IPCV-D, PCV andPotato
mop-top virus(PMTV), Barley stripe mosaic virus(BSMV) andBeet necrotic
yellow vein virus(BNYVV). It was previously shown that the coat proteins of
IPCV-H and of PCV resembled the coat protein of BSMV more than that of any
other virus coat protein tested [29]. PMTV and BNYVV were previously clas-
sified as members of the same genus as IPCV and PCV, but recently proposed
taxonomic changes [28], subsequently adopted by ICTV [5, 14], have classified
these viruses in separate, unlinked genera.

Figure 3 shows an alignment of the coat protein sequences of IPCV-L, -H
and -D and of PCV. There are several conserved domains with the most notable
conservation being between residues 65 and 74, and between residues 112 and
122. However, the striking differences (Fig. 3) are at the C-terminus. Here the
coat protein sequences differ in length and amino acid composition, especially
in sequences downstream of the conserved tryptophan residue at position 193
(indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Alignments comparing the coat protein of IPCV-L with those of IPCV-D, IPCV-H
and PCV. Amino acids identical to those in the IPCV-L sequence are shown as dots, a dash
indicates the absence of a corresponding amino acid. The asterisks and the arrow indicate
respectively the conserved F-Ex6-W sequence and the tryptophan (W) residues mentioned

in the text

The ORF 2 translation product does not have an analogue in the genomes
of other viruses, and no proteins were detected in BLAST searches of databases
using the sequences of IPCV-L P40. Because the sequence of P40 of IPCV-D
was available only in 2 pieces, comparisons were made with each, that is the
N-terminal 97 amino acids and the C-terminal c. 130 amino acids. The results
(Table 1) differed markedly depending on the piece compared. The C-terminal
portions were not significantly similar (< 20% identity) among IPCV-L, IPCV-H
and PCV or between IPCV-D and either IPCV-L or PCV. However, IPCV-H and
IPCV-D sequences were 48% identical in this region. In contrast, the N-terminal
regions of P40 were 36% to 44% identical depending on the viruses compared,
and IPCV-H and IPCV-D sequences were not noticeably more alike than were
corresponding sequences of the other viruses. In the sequence alignments of the
N-terminal portions, the amino acid triplets ‘G-H-I’ and ‘G-C-P’ were present in
all the sequences. All the P40 analogues are rich in leucine residues and that of
IPCV-L contains the motif ‘L-x6-L-x6-L-x6-L’ (in which x signifies any amino
acid) that is characteristic of a “leucine zipper” [11]. The significance of these
features is unclear. Possibly, one or more are involved in interaction with the
fungus vector.

Among pecluviruses, the ORF 3 and ORF 4 translation products were more
closely alike than were any other of the encoded proteins; the ORF 4 product was
the most alike, although the only comparison possible was between proteins of
IPCV-L and PCV. The ORF 5 translation product of IPCV-L was 65% identical
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to that of PCV and 32% identical to those of the corresponding TGBs of BSMV
and PMTV, although unlike the coat protein of BSMV, that of PMTV was not
significantly similar to that of IPCV-L. The TGB proteins of BNYVV were only
distantly related to those of IPCV-L (Table 1). In alignments of the protein encoded
by ORF 3 of IPCV-L RNA-2 and the analogous proteins of other viruses, there
was a marked discontinuity in the degree of similarity among N-terminal and
among C-terminal portions. Whereas in the C-terminal 328 amino acids, 283
(86%) residues were identical in IPCV-L, IPCV-D and PCV, in the remaining
N-terminal portions of the proteins, no amino acid residues could be aligned in
all three sequences.

Discussion

The arrangements of the genes, both in RNA-1 and RNA-2 of IPCV, resemble
those of genes in PCV RNAs. This is consistent with the earlier classification of
these viruses as strains of one species, peanut clump virus, in the genusFurovirus
[2]. However, these viruses are now classifed in a new genus,Pecluvirus, as species
Peanut clump virusand speciesIndian peanut clump virus[5]. This classification
reflects their similar and distinctive genome organizations, and dissimilarities in
sequence characteristic of different species within a genus. The present results
extend the range of sequence comparisons published so far to cover all of the
genome of at least one isolate of each species. Whereas some proteins differ
appreciably between the species (in particular P40 analogues), those of the triple
gene block, and those encoded by RNA-1 [19] do not differ greatly.

The amino acid sequences of coat proteins of viruses that have rigid rod-
shaped particles share some sequence features with the coat proteins of IPCV
and PCV. In particular, a motif ‘F-E-x6-W’ is present near the C-termini of the
coat proteins of these viruses (asterisks in Fig. 3). These residues are thought to
play key structural roles in the formation of the virus particles [1]. In the coat
proteins ofTobacco mosaic virusandTobacco rattle virus(TRV), amino acids
to the C-terminal side of the conserved tryptophan are located to the outside of
the virus particle [1, 7]. The analogous sequences in pecluvirus coat proteins
are therefore probably also to the outside of the virus particle. Also, whereas
IPCV and PCV coat proteins are similar in sequence and length upstream of the
conserved tryptophan residue, the downstream sequences differ markedly among
serotypes of IPCV. This supports the idea that these regions do not play a role
in forming the rod-shaped structure of pecluvirus particles. However the amino
acid compositions of these C-terminal structures were very similar among the
pecluviruses, being noticeably rich in G,P,A,S and T (Fig. 3). The amino acid
compositions of the corresponding regions of tobravirus coat proteins are also
particularly rich in the amino acids A,N,G,T,S and P [17]. The C-terminal region
of the coat protein ofPepper ringspot virushas been shown by NMR to be mobile
in virus particles [3, 17] and it was proposed that these terminal structures play a
role in the transmission of tobravirus particles by nematodes [17]. It is not known
how the zoospores of the fungusP. graministransmit PCV or IPCV, or even if the
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transmission involves the virus particles disassembling in the fungus structures.
But the long C-terminal structure discovered in the coat protein of IPCV-D, and its
presumed exposure on the surface of the particles of this virus, raise the possibility
that the mechanics of pecluvirus transmission byP. graminismay be similar to
those of tobravirus transmission by nematodes.

The results described here do little to support the current taxonomy of the
genusPecluvirus[5]. The separation of PCV and IPCV into different species
is based mainly on the origins of the species (Africa or India). Although there
are serological differences between isolates of the two species, there are similar
differences among isolates from within each species [13, 21]. The results of the
sequence comparisons also do little to reinforce the division of the genus along
largely geographical lines. The viruses from India diverge as much, or nearly
as much, from each other as they do individually from PCV. A more rational
classification of these viruses might therefore be into several species, perhaps
based largely on the coat protein and P40 sequences. The alternative of clustering
all the viruses into a single species would not be useful, as that would displace
the need for discrimination down a taxonomic level but do nothing to resolve
it. However, a decision on these ideas must probably await knowledge of the
extent of sequence differences among proteins of isolates of PCV known to be
serologically distinct [13].
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